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Abstract
Let R be a principal ideal domain. In this paper we prove that, for a large class of linear
systems, dynamic feedback over R is equivalent to static feedback over a quotient ring of R.
In particular, when R is the ring of integers Z one has that the static feedback classification
problem over finite rings is equivalent to the dynamic feedback classification problem over Z
restricted to a special type of system.
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1. Introduction and notations
Throughout this paper R denotes a commutative ring with identity element and
π : R → R/(d) is the canonical ring homomorphism of R onto the quotient ring
R/(d) where d /= 0 is a non-unit of R. An m-input n-dimensional linear system 
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over R is a pair of matrices (A,B) where A = (aij ) is an n × n matrix and B = (bij )
is an n × m matrix with entries in R. The extension of  to R/(d) is the linear system
π() = (π(A), π(B)) where π(A) = (π(aij )) and π(B) = (π(bij )). See [1] for an
introduction to the linear systems theory over commutative rings.
Two linear systems  = (A,B) and ′ = (A′, B ′) over R are (static) feedback
equivalent, and write  ∼R ′, if there exist invertible matrices P and Q, and a
feedback matrix F such that PB = B ′Q and PA − A′P = B ′F . The linear sys-
tems  = (A,B) and ′ = (A′, B ′) are dynamically feedback equivalent if (r)
is statically feedback equivalent to ′(r) for some positive integer r , where
(r) =
((
0r×r 0
0 A
)
,
(
Idr×r 0
0 B
))
.
See [1, Section 3.4] and [2] for properties of dynamic feedback. In [10] it is shown
that dynamic and static feedback are equivalent if and only if R is a stable ring.
In [3] it is proved that, for linear systems over a large class of commutative rings
(including the ring of integers), it is unlikely that one will be able to obtain a complete
system of invariants and a canonical form for the feedback class of a linear system,
because the (static) feedback classification problem is “wild”. In [4,5,7] and [9, Sec-
tion 4] can be found solutions for certain special cases of the feedback classification
problem. The dynamic feedback classification problem is also open.
Clearly  = (A,B) ∼R ′ = (A′, B ′) implies π() ∼R/(d) π(′) and the con-
verse is not true. In this paper we prove that the feedback equivalence over R/(d) is
related with the dynamic feedback equivalence over R, considering adequate amplifi-
cations ofB andB ′. WhenR is a principal ideal domain the feedback equivalence over
R/(d) is characterized, see Theorem 2.6, in terms of dynamic feedback equivalence
over R.
As a consequence of the last result one has that, over a principal ideal domain,
the Dynamic Feedback Classification Problem over R, restricted to m-input n-dimen-
sional linear systems  = (A,B) such that rank(B) = n, is equivalent to Feedback
Classification Problem over all quotient rings R/(d), for arbitrary linear systems.
In particular the feedback classification problem over finite rings is equivalent to
the restricted dynamic feedback classification problem over Z.
2. Results
Theorem 2.1. Let  = (A,B) and ′ = (A′, B ′) be two m-input n-dimensional lin-
ear systems over R. Assume that π() and π(′) are feedback equivalent over R/(d)
where d /= 0 is a non-unit of R. Then the linear systems
˜ = (A, (B | d Idn | 0n×m)),
˜′ = (A′, (B ′ | d Idn|0n×m))
are dynamically feedback equivalent.
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Proof. Since π() is feedback equivalent to π(′) over R/(d), it follows that there
exist an n × n matrix P , an m × m matrix Q and an m × n matrix F over R such
that:
(i) π(P ) and π(Q) are invertible matrices over R/(d). So one has
P ′P + dH = Idn (1)
and
QQ′ + dS = Idm (2)
for adequate matrices P ′, H,Q′ and S.
(ii) π(P )π(A) − π(A′)π(P ) = π(B ′)π(F ). Consequently, there exists a matrix
M such that
PA − A′P = B ′F + dM. (3)
(iii) π(P )π(B) = π(B ′)π(Q). Consequently, there exists a matrix N such that
PB = B ′Q + dN. (4)
Consider the block matrices
P˜ =
(
P ′ −H
d Idn P
)
,
Q˜ =

P ′ −HB −dH 0
0 Q 0 −dS
Idn N P B ′S
0 Idm 0 Q′

and
F˜ =

0 −HA
0 F
−A′ M
0 0
 .
We claim that ˜ is dynamically equivalent to ˜′ via P˜ , Q˜ and F˜ .
First we prove that P˜ and Q˜ are invertible over R. Since P commute with d Idn it
follows, by Schur’s formulas see [12, p. 30], that
det P˜ = det(P ′P + dH) = 1,
where the last equality is consequence of Eq. (1).
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On the other hand one has
det Q˜ = ± det

P ′ −HB −dH 0
Idn N P B ′S
0 Q 0 −dS
0 Idm 0 Q′

= ∓ det

P ′ −dH HB 0
Idn P N B ′S
0 0 Q −dS
0 0 Idm Q′
 .
Therefore, newly by Schur’s formulas and Eqs. (1) and (2), det Q˜ is an unit because
det Q˜ = ± det(P ′P + dH) det(QQ′ + dS) = ±1.
Finally, by Eqs. (3) and (4), it is easy to see that the linear systems
˜(n) =
((
0n×n 0
0 A
)
,
(
Idn 0
0 B | d Idn | 0n×m
))
and
˜′(n) =
((
0n×n 0
0 A′
)
,
(
Idn 0
0 B ′ | d Idn | 0n×m
))
are feedback equivalent via P˜ , Q˜ and F˜ . 
Our purpose is to prove that, in some cases, the feedback equivalence between
˜(n) and ˜′(n) implies that  and ′ are dynamically feedback equivalent. For this
reason we introduce the following notion:
Definition 2.2. We say that  = (A,B) is weakly feedback equivalent to ′ =
(A′, B ′) over R if there exists a positive integer s such that [s] = (A, (B | 0n×s)) is
feedback equivalent to ′[s] = (A′, (B ′ | 0n×s)) over R.
Clearly feedback equivalence implies weak feedback equivalence. The following
example proves that the converse is not true in general.
Example 2.3. Let R be the quotient ring
R = Z[X, Y,Z]/(X2 + Y 2 + Z2 − 1)
and consider the three-input one-dimensional linear systems
 = (A = (1), B = (1, 0, 0)),
′ = (A′ = (1), B ′ = (X, Y , Z)),
where X denotes the natural image of X in R.
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First,  and ′ are not feedback equivalent over R because (X, Y , Z) can not be
amplified to a 3 × 3 invertible matrix, see [13, p. 237].
Second, the invertible matrices P = Id1, Q = Q1Q2Q3, where
Q1 =
 Id3
0 0 X
0 0 Y
0 0 Z
03×3 Id3
 , Q2 =

Id3 03×3
0 0 0
0 0 0
−X −Y −Z
Id3

and
Q3 =

03×3
0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0
03×3

and the feedback matrix F = (06×1) give the feedback equivalence over R between
the systems [3] = (A, (B | 01×3)) and ′[3] = (A′, (B ′ | 01×3)).
Let  = (A,B) and ′ = (A′, B ′) be two m-input n-dimensional linear systems
over R. Suppose that
[s] = (A, (B | 0n×s)) ∼ ′[s] = (A′, (B ′ | 0n×s)).
Then there exist an invertible n × n matrix P , an invertible (m + s) × (m + s) matrix
Q =
(
Q11 Q12
Q21 Q22
)
and a feedback matrix F =
(
F1
F2
)
such that
PA − A′P = (B ′ | 0n×s)F (5)
and
P(B | 0n×s) = (B ′ | 0n×s)Q (6)
hence
PA − A′P = B ′F1, (7)
PB = B ′Q11 (8)
and
0n×s = B ′Q12. (9)
Proposition 2.4. Let R be a principal ideal domain. Then the following statements
are equivalent:
(i)  is feedback equivalent to ′.
(ii)  is weakly feedback equivalent to ′.
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Proof. Assume (ii) and suppose that
[s] = (A, (B | 0n×s)) ∼ ′[s] = (A′, (B ′ | 0n×s)).
Hence (B | 0n×s) and (B ′ | 0n×s) are equivalent matrices and consequently B and B ′
are also equivalent matrices. Since R is a principal ideal domain there exist a diagonal
matrix
D =
d1 . .
.
dt

with di /= 0 for all i, and invertible matrices U1, V1, U2 and V2 such that
U1BV1 = U2B ′V2 =
(
D 0t×(m−t)
0(n−t)×t 0(n−t)×(m−t)
)
= (B̂|0n×(m−t)),
where B̂ =
(
D
0(n−t)×t
)
. Therefore
 ∼ 1 = (U1AU−11 , (B̂|0n×(m−t)))
and
′ ∼ ′1 = (U2A′U−12 , (B̂|0n×(m−t))).
Thus one has the chain of feedback equivalences
1[s] ∼ [s] ∼ ′[s] ∼ ′1[s].
Put s′ = (m − t) + s. Since1[s] ∼ ′1[s] there exist an invertiblen × nmatrixP ,
an invertible (m + s′) × (m + s′) matrix Q =
(
Q11 Q12
Q21 Q22
)
and a feedback matrix
F =
(
F1
F2
)
such that
P(U1AU
−1
1 ) − (U2A′U−12 )P = B̂F1, (7 bis)
P B̂ = B̂Q11 (8 bis)
and
0n×s′ = B̂Q12. (9 bis)
Since di /= 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . , t it follows, by Eq. (9 bis), that Q12 = 0. Consequently
Q11 is invertible and therefore, by Eqs. (7 bis) and (8 bis),
(U1AU
−1
1 , B̂) ∼ (U2AU−12 , B̂).
Finally (i) ⇒ (ii) shows that
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1 = (U1AU−11 , (B̂ | 0n×(m−t))) ∼ ′1 = (U2A′U−12 , (B̂ | 0n×(m−t)))
and hence
 ∼ 1 ∼ ′1 ∼ ′. 
Recall that R is a stable ring (or R has one in its stable range) if whenever the ideal
generated by a and b is R, there exists c such that a + bc is a unit. See [8] and [12,
p. 53].
Proposition 2.5. Let  = (A,B) and ′ = (A′, B ′) be two m-input n-dimensional
systems over a stable ring R. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i)  is feedback equivalent to ′.
(ii)  is weakly feedback equivalent to ′.
Proof. Assume (ii). Consider the matrices P,Q and F satisfying Eqs. (7)–(9). Since
Q =
(
Q11 Q12
Q21 Q22
)
is invertible then
Um(Q11 |Q12) = R,
whereUm(Q11 |Q12) is the mth determinantal ideal of the block matrix (Q11 |Q12).
By [10, Theorem 5] there exists a matrix K such that Q11 + Q12K is invertible. By
Eqs. (8) and (9) one has
PB = B ′(Q11 + Q12K). (10)
Consequently, by Eqs. (7) and (10),  is feedback equivalent to ′ via the matrices
P,Q11 + Q12K and F1. 
Theorem 2.6. Let  = (A,B) and ′ = (A′, B ′) be two m-input n-dimensional
linear systems over a principal ideal domain R. Let d /= 0 be a non-unit of R. Then
the following statements are equivalent:
(i) π() is feedback equivalent to π(′) over R/(d).
(ii) The linear systems
d = (A, (B | d Idn))
and
′d = (A′, (B ′ | d Idn))
are dynamically equivalent over R.
(iii) d is 1-dynamically feedback equivalent to ′d over R.
Proof. By [11], (ii) is equivalent to (iii). Next we prove the equivalence between
statements (i) and (ii).
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Assume (i). Then, by Theorem 2.1, the linear systems
˜ = (A, (B | d Idn | 0n×m))
and
˜′ = (A′, (B ′ | d Idn | 0n×m))
are dynamically feedback equivalent. Since ˜ = d [m] and ˜′ = ′d [m] it follows,
by Proposition 2.4, that d and ′d are dynamically equivalent over R.
Assume (ii). Then π(d) and π(′d) are also dynamically equivalent over R/(d).
Since R/(d) is a stable ring then, by [10, Theorem 7], the linear systems
π(d) = (π(A), (π(B) | 0n×n)) = π([n]) = π()[n]
and
π(′d) = (π(A′), (π(B ′) | 0n×n)) = π(′[n]) = π(′)[n]
are (static) feedback equivalent over R/(d). By Proposition 2.5, one has that π() is
feedback equivalent to π(′) over R/(d). 
Corollary 2.7. Let R be a principal ideal domain and d /= 0 be a non-unit of R. Then
for two n × n matrices A and A′ over R the following statements are equivalent:
(i) π(A) is similar to π(A′) over R/(d).
(ii) The linear systems
 =
((
0
A
)
,
(
1
d Idn
))
and
′ =
((
0
A′
)
,
(
1
d Idn
))
are feedback equivalent over R.
Remark 2.8. Note that if R is a stable ring then π(A) is similar to π(A′) over R/(d) if
and only if = (A, d Idn) is feedback equivalent to′ = (A′, d Idn) over R, because
the natural map GLn(R) → GLn(R/(d)) is surjective, see [12, p. 55].
Next we expose some applications of the above result.
Theorem 2.9. Let R be a principal ideal domain and B be an m × n matrix of rank
n with invariant factors d1/d2/ . . . /dn and dn a non-unit. For two linear systems
 = (A,B) and ′ = (A′, B) the following statements are equivalent:
(i)  and ′ are 1-dynamically feedback equivalent over R.
(ii) π() is feedback equivalent to π(′) over R/(dn).
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Proof. Let  = (A,B) be an m-input n-dimensional systems over R. Since R is a
principal ideal domain then, considering adequate invertible matrices, we can suppose
that
B = (D | 0n×(m−n)),
where
D =
d1 . .
.
dn

and d1/d2/ . . . /dn. Hence there exists an invertible matrix Q such that
(B | dn Idn)Q = (B | 0n×n).
Therefore
dn = (A, (B | dn Idn)) ∼R 0 = (A, (B | 0n×n))
and
′dn = (A′, (B | dn Idn)) ∼R ′0 = (A′, (B | 0n×n)).
Consequently
dn(1) ∼R 0(1) = ((1))[n]
and
′dn(1) ∼R ′0(1) = (′(1))[n]
By Theorem 2.9, π() and π(′) are feedback equivalent (over R/(dn)) if and
only if dn(1) ∼R ′dn(1) or equivalently ((1))[n] ∼R (′(1))[n]. The result is a
consequence of Proposition 2.4. 
Remark 2.10. Note that if dn is a unit then  = (A,B) is feedback equivalent to
′ = (0n×n, (Idn | 0n×(m−n))).
Corollary 2.11. Keeping the notation of Theorem 2.9, suppose that
dn = p1p2 . . . pt
is the factorization in pairwise relatively prime elements of R. Then the following
statements are equivalent:
(i)  and ′ are dynamically feedback equivalent over R.
(ii) π() is feedback equivalent to π(′) over R/(pi) for i = 1, 2, . . . , t.
Remark 2.12. Recall that  is pointwise feedback equivalent to ′ over R if for
every prime ideal p of R the extensions of  and ′ to the residual field R/pRp are
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feedback equivalent, see [6]. The above result prove that if dn is square free then
dynamic feedback equivalence is equal to pointwise feedback equivalence over a
principal ideal domain.
Remark 2.13. Let R be a principal ideal domain. We denote bySn,m(R) the set of all
m-input n-dimensional linear systems = (A,B) over R and byLn,m(R) the subset
of Sn,m(R) of m-input n-dimensional systems  = (A,B) such that rank(B) = n.
Theorem 2.9 provides that Dynamic Feedback Classification Problem forLn,m(R)
and Feedback Classification Problem for {Sn,m(R/(d))}d∈R are equivalent problems.
In particular when R is the ring of integers Z one has that the Dynamic Feedback
Classification Problem for Ln,m(Z) is equivalent to the Feedback Classification
Problem over Finite Rings. In this moment we do not know a complete system of
invariants for the feedback classification over Z/(d). However, determining if two
systems over Z/(d) are feedback equivalent is “theoretically" possible because over
this ring, there exist only a finite number of invertible matrices for fixed n and m.
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